Downtown Parking

Community Open House
September 8-9, 2021

Goals for Today
Review background info, data, existing
conditions, and foundational research about
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) and
managed parking programs
Capture your opinions on big picture questions
Collect specific input and insights to inform the
shape of potential program details as part of
budget proposal formation
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Where are we at in this discussion?
Prior/ in-progress
happenings
• Community
discussions
• MOVE study

Program research
& development
• Community
involvement
• Determine
program
outline,
revenue/cost
estimates

Initial research
• Need and
feasibility
• Infrastructure

Decision-Making
@ City Council
• Should paid
parking be
implemented
downtown?
• FY22 Budget
(October/TBD)

Formalizing the
discussion/process
• Stakeholder
Meet-ups
• City Council
Meeting July 15

Implementation &
Evaluation
• 2022 Strategic
roll-out
• Review
data/metrics
• Make changes
as needed
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Helpful Definitions
 Transportation Demand Management (TDM) – A set of strategies
aimed at optimizing effective traveler choices to improve travel
reliability and experience.
 Managed Parking – What we have today. Time restrictions, residential
permits and fines for parking beyond the designated time limits.
 Paid Parking – Fees for parking in preferred areas. Can be flat rate or
progressive (increasing hour to hour) fees. Permits for
employees and residents (can be free or annual cost).
 Occupancy Level – Researchers have determined
the ideal parking availability rate to be around 15%,
which leaves roughly 1-2 spaces available per block.
A parking goal with 85% of public parking spaces
utilized and 15% available in the downtown area at any given time.
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How Managed Parking Fits Into TDM
 We need to enhance TDM efforts to encourage
vitality, reduce traffic congestion and provide
better, more efficient transportation
options for all users.
 Managed parking, including a paid parking
element, fits into the TDM puzzle by:

Managed Parking
Ped & Bike
Improvements
•Make it safer, more
convenient and appealing
•Built assets

 Optimizing existing parking spaces to
create more capacity
Other Programs
 Incentivizing other modes of
•Carpool/Vanpool
transportation and programs by
•Incentives
•Commuter Programs
making driving less desirable
•Telework
 Create a funding source to invest in
existing and new infrastructure and
programs (like enforcement, parking garages,
micro transportation, etc.)

 Updating our existing managed parking program
and adding a paid parking element would open
opportunity in other areas of the puzzle.

•Permits
•Time Restrictions
•Paid Parking
•Enforcement

Public
Transportation
•Local Buses
•BRT System
•Paratransit
•Bikeshare

Infrastructure
•Enforcement Technology
•Garages
•Rideshare/Taxi Zones
•Wayfinding
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EXISTING
PARKING
MANAGEMENT &
ENFORCEMENT

Regulations Mix of Time Restrictions:
15-minute, 30-minute parking 9:00am-6:00pm,2-hour parking 9:00am6:00pm, 2-hour parking 8:00am-10:00pm, Bus Stop
Commercial Parking Areas:
• One enforcement officer
• Working five days per week, eight hours per day
Residential Areas:
• Permit program for residents between 7th and 10th Streets and Blake
and Pitkin can apply for up to two permits.
• Permits allow parking in the 2-hour spaces for up to 72 hours, with
the exception of 7th Street and the 700 Block of Cooper
Current Program Financials:
Parking violations generate $40,000 per year. Parking enforcement costs
approximately $50,000 per year
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MOVE study
 Collected downtown parking inventory
and data insights and provided
preliminary recommendations for a
managed parking program
 MOVE study key findings:

 We are reaching parking capacity
through most of the core area, especially
in the summer
 Employees occupying much of the offstreet parking
 Residential overnight parking in offstreet lots

 Recommendation:

 Implement Paid Parking in 2022 in 2hour spaces, potentially off-street as well

Winter Findings
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Managed Parking Program
Areas of Concern about Existing Conditions

Goals of Updated Managed Parking Program

Parking at capacity through most of the core area in • Encourage parking availability and business activity with increased turnover
• Ensure more business parking availability by managing parking to an 85% occupancy
the summer
level
• Create capacity for weekend enforcement

Increased congestion and pedestrian safety risks in
the downtown from circling vehicles
Employees occupy much of the most central offstreet and on street parking
Commercial Deliveries

• Curb unnecessary traffic and reduce downtown congestion from “circling the block”
• Make streets safer
• Incentivize those able to walk, bike or use public transportation to chose that mode of
transportation first
• Incorporate TDM strategies and a plan for employees to enhance customer access to
most convenient parking locations
• Establish a Truck Loading Plan

Illegal parking

• Improve Curb Space Signage & Markings
• Add Parking Enforcement Technology
• Improve enforcement capacity and management of violations

Residential overnight parking in off-street lots

• Adjust existing residential parking program

Existing managed parking enforcement costs more
than it generates

• Adjust Fines for Parking Violations

No funding for parking maintenance and other new
parking infrastructure investments

Generate revenue to fund managed parking program and create a funding mechanism for
future parking structures and maintenance of the structure we have
•
Maintenance, administration, enforcement
•
New parking facilities
•
Provide a revenue stream for other TDM (congestion reduction) efforts
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Vision for an updated managed parking program

Problem - There isn’t
enough parking / We’re
not efficiently utilizing
our parking / Need TDM
improvements

Set and manage parking
to an 85% occupancy
with paid managed
parking

•
•
•
•
•

Existing parking
optimized and funding
mechanism created for
mechanism for future
parking structures and
maintenance/
enforcement of the
structure we have

Evaluate business
impacts and program
efficacy

Encourage business activity with increased turnover by
improving parking availability where demand is highest
Incorporate TDM strategies and a plan for employees to enhance
customer access to most convenient parking locations
Reduce downtown congestion from “circling the block” and
make streets safer
Improve enforcement capacity and management of violations
Incentivize use of other transportation modes
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PAID PARKING
PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Where:
•
•
•

8 block area –Pitkin to Blake and 7th to 9th Streets.
7th Street East of Blake to Bennet
All off street parking facilities

Pricing Strategies:
•
•
•

TBD. Will need to be set and managed to an 85% occupancy.
Would like to implement progressive pricing where pricing becomes more
expensive with successive hours. Perhaps covert all two-hour spaces to fourhour.
Would like to allow free parking 30-60 minutes once per day per vehicle.

Time Restriction Recommendations:
•
•
•
•

City Parking Garage –Day use only no over night parking
Cooper Avenue -4-hour, with no exceptions for residential permits
7th and Colorado - 4-hour, with no exceptions for residential permits
7th Street Lot –Day use only with no overnight

Residential Permit Program Modifications:
•
•
•

Remove exemption that allows residents to park in 2-hour spaces north of 9th
Street
Don’t allow overnight parking in off street parking facilities
Convert on street spaces between 9th and 10th to 2-hour free parking but allow
residential permit exceptions.
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Long-Term
Recommendations

Evaluate Increasing Parking Supply
• Implement paid parking first to mitigate
demand and monitor effects
• If demand is still exceeding supply, consider
increasing supply (e.g. additional garage)
• Tradeoff of adding supply: more traffic
• Consider other strategies to mitigate
demand, such as increasing parking fees and
investing in/incentivizing other modes
Improve Transit Service Downtown
To reduce growth in parking demand (employee
bus passes?)
Confluence Area Parking (TBD)
Plan for TNCs and AVs
Maximize productivity of the curb space,
flexible management for peak demand

Clarifying Questions
Managed Parking Program for Downtown Glenwood Springs
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Where are we at in this discussion?
Prior/ in-progress
happenings
• Community
discussions
• MOVE study

Program research
& development
• Community
involvement
• Determine
program
outline,
revenue/cost
estimates

Initial research
• Need and
feasibility

Decision-Making
@ City Council
• Should paid
parking be
implemented
downtown?
• FY22 Budget
(October/TBD)

Formalizing the
discussion/process
• Stakeholder
Meet-ups
• City Council
Meeting July 15

Implementation &
Evaluation
• 2022 Strategic
roll-out
• Review
data/metrics
• Make changes
as needed
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Time to share your input!
There are three zones:

- Background & Data
- Big Picture Questions
- Proposed Program Development
Additional Questions/Comments:
Bryana.Starbuck@cogs.us

ADDITIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PUBLIC INPUT
COMMUNITY
INVOVEMENT

• TDM Questionnaire for downtown
businesses and employees (online and paper
survey in Spanish and English)
• Community Meeting – Session #2,
September 9th , 9-10:30 a.m.
• Transportation Commission Meeting –
September 14th, 7:30 a.m.
• DDA Meeting – September 21st, 2:00 p.m.
• Input may also be submitted directly to
Bryana Starbuck at
Bryana.Starbuck@cogs.us or
970-384-6441
• espanol@cogs.us o 970-384-6447
• www.cogs.us/parking
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